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EXECUTIVE
OVERVIEW

Senior Project
Women in Aviation Convention

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
Project Summary:
My goal during my enrollment in the USU Professional Pilot Program is to further the
advancement of women in the aviation industry and increase the number of women in the
flight program. So, when it came time to choose my senior project there was no better
choice for me than to exhibit at the Women in Aviation Convention. It would be a huge
step for the school and a great opportunity for me and other students in the program.
The idea first came to me last summer when I received a convention packet in the mail.
As recruitment director for the program, I had been looking for ways to expand our
student coverage to help combat the falling class enrollments and increase the female
student ratio. The Women in Aviation Convention was the answer that I had been
looking for to these problems. By exhibiting at the convention, the program would have
access to thousands of potential students (mostly female) and a wealth of networking
opportunities among the industry. I immediately began working on a proposal to submit
to the Aviation department. To my excitement the proposal was accepted and I was
given the go ahead to enter USU as an exhibitor.
The proposal was only the first step in what turned out to be a very detailed task. In order
to exhibit at the convention I had to create a new, more professional display. After
thorough research I concluded that the best option for the program was a self-contained,
pop-up display with a full color graphic. I worked one-on-one with the USU Marketing
department to design the graphic and contributed all of the photos and write-ups used in
it. In addition to the display, the convention itself was a monumental task with
registration deadlines, travel accommodations, shipment arrangements, and contractor
agreements. All work for the project was either done outside of my normal work hours
or was not claimed on my time sheet.
I did not want to be the only student who benefited directly from my project. In my
proposal, I allocated funds for one other student to attend the convention. I decided the
fairest way to choose who would accompany me was to hold an essay contest. Students
had to compose a 500-word essay about their goals in aviation. Seven women entered the
contest from which Cassie Hanks was chosen as the winner. The essays were judged by
me, Jack Hunter, and John Rutledge. After re-examining my budget I discovered that
enough funds remained to sponsor one more student to the convention. Amy Pitcher, the
runner-up, was then chosen to attend the convention. A complete list of rules for the
contest as well as all essay entries are included in Section 4 of this report.

The Convention was an experience of a lift time. I was able to contact 900 potential
students-both male and female. I made many new contacts which will benefit not only
me, but the school. I discovered that Jet-Blue is currently developing an internship
program and was able to put USU on the top of their lists of potential school participants.
I also had the opportunity to meet the head recruiter for Horizon Air who is now looking
at two USU instructors for pilot positions. The seminars were informative and I feel that
I benefited from them enormously. The new display looked absolutely fabulous and was
one of the best school exhibits at the convention. I had hundreds of compliments on the
booth. The SkyWest CRJ was an enormous attention grabber. One of the highlights for
me was that most everyone I talked to had heard about the USU Wright Flyer. I truly
believe that exhibiting at the convention was a great benefit to the Professional Pilot
Program.

Project Critique:
I believe that my project was a success. I was able to achieve all my goals that I set for
myself and the project. I completed the entire project under budget and very close to the
time schedule that I set in the beginning. The program was well received by everyone and
many students left enthusiastic about coming to USU. I have already received numerous
enquires from people at the convention. One of best aspect of the project was the new
display setup. This display was something the school needed and it can be used for years
to come. I feel that this project also helped me grow professionally. The convention
made me more aware of my options within the industry. I am truly proud of what I
accomplished through this project.
This was not a perfectly executed project. I definitely had my problems throughout the
process. I missed a deadline in September, fell behind the bid process, and lost the Bill of
Lading for the freight shipment. I even had to have an emergency change made to the
display the day before it went to print because I forgot to put the program's name on it. If
I had the opportunity to re-do the display I would make sure that "Utah State University"
was a little more visible. The biggest mistake I made was over estimating the amount of
handouts that I would need at the convention. I followed the guideline set by the exhibit
director and prepared for 1500 people when in reality I only needed 1000 pamphlets.
Another problem I discovered with the exhibit is that the program needs to invest in more
modern, eye-appealing literature. Although, the display itself was better than most
schools, our program lacked in the handout department. I noticed that most people kept
the more "eye-catching" handouts with color and graphics and discarded the more
common ones.

Kari Sparks
Senior Project2003
Women In Aviation Convention

INTEI\NATIONll.l

March 19-March 22
Cincinnati, Ohio

I chose this project last summer when I received an exhibitors packet in the
mail. The convention is attended by 3,000 men, women and students involved
in all faucets of aviation I thought it would be a great opportunity to expand
USU's exhibiting circulation which was needed due to decreasing student
enrollment. It would also provide networking opportunities for the school with
other airlines to expand internships and training opportunities.
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I Phases of Project
3 Main Phases
.
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Design

I

/

Event
Planning

Design: In order to take on such a large event, the flight program needed a
larger, more professional exhibit.
Event Planning: An event of this magnitude required a significant amount of
planning and organization
Convention: The actual convention attendance and manning the booth and
passing out information
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I DISPLA y DESIGN
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■

IdentifyNeeds
ResearchDisplayManufacturersand Models
Bid Process
PurchasingProcess
GraphicNeeds
GraphicDesign
GraphicApproval
GraphicCreation

The flight Programs number of new students has been declining the last few
semesters. We needed to revitalize the schools image and start marketing on
a much larger scale. To do so, we needed to compete on the same
recruitment level as embry riddle. This display accomplishes that.
Design Model: The school needed something that was inexpensive and
functional structural wise. After researching different brands of displays via the
internet, I concluded that the nomadic brand display best fit USU's needs. It
was compact for easy travel (in airplanes) and easy to set up considering I
attend many events on my own.
Graphics: We needed something that was eye catching, clever, and unique.
With the help of the USU marketing department, we found exactly what we
were looking for. I worked with marketing on the development of an idea that I
had concerning old main and an aircraft. The outcome was much more than
everyone was looking for. It fit our needs exactly and headlines the
relationship that the school shares with skywest. The entire bottom portion of
the display was written and designed by me. I even provided the jet picture
and chose the old main photo.
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I FINISHED DISPLAY

■

8 X 10 foot display

■ Self-Standing

• Full Color w/ Lights

Here is the finished display.
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I EVENT PLANNING
■

Exhibit Booth Registration

■

Convention Registration X 3
Essay Contest and Judging
GES Contracts

■
■
■
■

■
■

Freight Arrangements
Travel Accommodations
Information and Booth Preparation
Booth Shipment

This phase of the project was the most boring and time consuming. Many
arrangements had to be made in advance for the convention. Planning started
last September and continued up through the end of the convention
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I ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS
Cassie Hanks & Amy Pitcher

The essay contest was the highlight of my project. In addition to the
advantages of exhibiting and the convention, I thought that by taking other
students from the school, that they could benefit from the convention and bring
that knowledge back to the school curriculum. Entrants had to prepare a 500
word essay on their goals in aviation. The essays were judged by John, Jack,
and myself. With Jack choosing the finalists.
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I CONVENTION
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

Travel to Convention
ExhibitSet-up
Meet PotentialStudentsand Contacts
Pass out programinformation
AttendSeminars,Luncheons,Banquets
Visit other exhibits
DismantleExhibits
ComingHome

The convention was great. I recommend that anyone, male and female,
should take the opportunity to attend. The convention hosted 150 different
exhibtors from boieng to aviavition schools. We received tons of great free
stuff and met many people professionally and personally. The seminars were
informative and interesting. We learned everything from how to correctly
preflight and airplane to prepare for pilot interviews.
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I CONVENTION
■

Picture
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I CONVENTION

9

I CONVENTION

10

I CONVENTION
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I ADVANTAGES
■

Wide Range of Exposure

■

Reached 900 potential students in 3 days
-more than all other career fairs combined

■

Contacts with Jet Blue and Continental
Express for internships

■

Other Contacts:
□

Summit Aviation

□

Jeppesen

□

AOPA

□

Horizon

Reached more potential students in that short time versus the entire years
worth of career fairs. Made great contacts with Jet Blue and Continetal
Express which in invaluable for internships considering everyone wants
internships with regionals. Other contacts included Summit Aviation and
Jeppesen who is working on discounting products to our students, AOPA, and
Horizon with whom I was able to personally deliver 2 flight instructors resumes
who is first in line when hiring resumes in July.
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I DISADVANTAGES
■ Cost$$$
■
■
■

More appealingliterature
Left over literature
Attendees missingclass

The cost was probably the biggest deterrent. The majority of the costs were
not in the convention, but in the display which is a one time investment.
Literature: The literature was informative, but not appealing. Many people
opted not to take the pamphlets because it was to jumbled and wordy. We
had some literature left over which was an excess cost. This was due to the
fact that I planned for 1500 based on convention information and only used
2/3. Next year I will know how to plan better.
Atendees missing class: The convention is during school, so students had to
miss classes and tests which had to be made up upon their reutrn.

13

I SEE YOU NEXf YEAR!

THANK YOU!

Based on the success of this years convention, the department is making
plans to attend next year.
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PROJECT COSTS

USU Flight Operations

Women In Aviation Convention
Final Costs
Exhibit set up begins at 7:00 am on Thursday and exhibit breakdown is at 3:00 pm on Saturday

Convention Costs:
Corporate Membership Dues:

$400.00

Booth Expenses:
Exhibit Space 10' by 10' (100 sq. feet)

$

700.00

Booth Shipment & Delivery

$

414.57

Convention Registration:
Kari's Registration
Cassie's Registration
Amy's Registration

included
195.00
$
195.00
$

Total Convention Costs:

$1,904.57

Travel Costs:
Airfaire

A

$

Cincinnati Westin Hotel:

1 Room

318.00 per person

$

954.00

(Connected to Cincinnati Convention center via Sky Bridge)

$115 per night X 4nights

Transportation:( To and From Hotel to CVG)

$

550.00

$

95.00

$

318.00

$

1.917.00

FOOD:
$28 per day per person
Total Travel Costs

Total Convention Costs:
Total Travel Costs:

Convention Grand Total:

$1,904.57

S

1.917.00

$3,821.57

~

USU FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Deluxe Display Booth
t=T Pop-up Display:

~

1:3 ,and:

Company: Genesis Exhibit Group

Nomadic

416 East 850 South
Brigham City, UT 84302

ITEM/DESCRIPTION
Pop-up Frame
Frame Struts
End-caps
Rollux Case
Halogen Light Kit
2 Shelves (w/Brackets)

$
$
$
$
$
SUB-TOTAL: $

COST:
990.00
300.00
280.00
325.00
368.00
200.00
2,463.00

I$

1,050.00

$

!Graphic Print-Out (3 panel X $350 p/panel)

!

TOTAL: $ 3,513.00
p.dvantages:
*The display is only 8 X 6 feet which will better fit the space restraints imposed at Career Fairs
*Life-Time Warranty
* The Nomadic Brand is extremely light-weight and easy to assemble. It also offers the advantage of
adding to the display as needs change.
* The Genesis Exhibit Group is located in Brigham City where they stock a full line of replacement parts
and will help maintain or repair the display as needed. They are willing to send a coordinator to us at no
charge and they will also package and ship the display for the price of freight.
*The Graphic Print-out is done on glossy satin paper and laminated with 3 individual layers for long
lasting quality

Disadvantages:
*The cost is more expensive than the accompany bid of 10 Foot Display
*The graphic print-out is not included in the price in the display costs
*Does not include case conversions

GRAPHICS:
Grpahics designed was done by the USU marketing department. We were able to save money by using pictures
already on hand and by Kari creating the write-ups.

TOTAL: $ 1,500.00
GRAND TOTAL: $ 5,013.00

SENIOR PROJECT

LABOR PLAN

• 3 Phase Plan
( 1) Event Planning
Planned:
Begin: September
Complete: March

(Estimate: 25 Hours)
Actual:
Began: September 14
Complete: March 21

Final=l9 Hours
(2) Display Design
Planned:
Begin: November
Complete: February

(Estimate: 25 Hours)
Actual:
Begin: December 4
Complete: March 6

Final=46 Hours
(3) Convention
Planned:
Begin: March 19
Complete: March 23

(Estimate: 100 Hours)
Actual:
Begin: March 19
March: March 23

Final=l07 Hours

Estimate Total: 150 Hours
Actual Total: 172 Hours

TIME ALLOCATIONS
172 Total Project Hours
8 Month Project Planning

Display(

Graphics

Graphic Design

Exhibit Registration Due

Display Design
Attende

II

Presentation

Travel Alommodations

Registration
Convention

Travel ~commodations
Essay Contes

Exhibit Preparations

ESSAY CONTEST

USU FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Women in Aviation International Convention
Wednesday, March 19th-Sunday, March 23 rd

ESSAY CONTEST
The USU Aviation Program will be participating as exhibitors at
this year's WIAI Convention in Cincinnati, Ohio. We will be
holding an essay contest to choose one other woman from the
Aviation Program who will accompany Kari Sparks to the
convention. All expenses will be paid by the Aviation Program
except for some meals.

The essay should be typed and no more than 500-words.
All essays must be turned in to Kari (Airport Roo1n 103) by
Friday, January 31 !!
The essay should address the following:
-Your current status in your aviation training
(Include ratings, hours, endorsements, etc)
-Your Aviation History and goals
-What you have done for yourself to achieve your goals
-Where you see yourself in the next 5 and 10 years
-Demonstrated involvement in aviation activities
-Other applicable information (honors, awards, etc.)

There will be a meeting held on Friday, January 17 @ 5:00 in
the Aviation Club Room (SAMP) room for those students who
are interested! If you have any questions, please call Kari at 7871346.
All women students are welcome and encouraged to participate!

~=,:edl'C:l/11,k,(}
"'Women in )hnation"

Aviation is an intriguing area of interest. The splendor and magnificence seen from the
sky is a gratifying experience. I consider myself very lucky 10 have the privile_geto see the world
from this perspective. Flight is a remarkable discovery in the eyes of many.
I began my study of aviation in the summer of 2002. I was enrolled in the Utah State
University summer flight program. In this program I received my private pilot's license with
only two months of training. I then completed the intermediate portion, and am currently
working on my instrument rating. I have accrued 98.2 hours, and have enjoyed every minute. I
have established concise_goals for myself regardin_gflyin_g,because I find that as I reach the
smaller goals, it helps direct me closer to my extended aspirations.
I have always wanted to do somethin_gdifferent with my life. As I learned about aviation,
and becoming a professional pilot, there wasn't a doubt in my mind that this is what I wanted to
do as an occupation. I feel that it is a very noble profession for women to be in. There are many
options available involying flight as a career. As of right now my sights are set upon flying
commercially. In the next five years, I see myself flying jets for a prestigious company; _gaining
experience that will put me well on my way to becoming a dignified captain on an airline that
flies over seas. This is where I see myself ten years from now. I can't wait for the day when my
dreams become realities.
I am a member of the aviation fraternity Alpha Eta Rho, and am a participant in other
organizations (i.e Native American club, Polynesian club, swing club, etc.). I have been honored
with awards such as the Hope of America award, and was crowned Homecoming Queen my
senior year of high school. I was an honor student throughout the entirety of my education before
college. I am a leader, and have a dedicated nature. I achieve my goals, and finish whatever it is I
start.
As seen from this, I have devoted myself to the flight program, and eagerly await the
opportunities that will arise in the near future. I have found flyin_gto be a challen_gin_g
adventure
that I have only begun to embark upon.

One of the most wonderful opportunities that anyone can ever have is that of
being able to learn and further their knowledge doing something that they really love and
enjoy. I began to pursue a career in the aviation field when I decided to get my pilots
license. If there is one thing that I remember the most about growing up it was that in
order to accomplish your goals and achieve those goals doing the best you can, it requires
determination and focus. So, as I enrolled in the Flight Technology Program I did just
that and am now giving everything I have into my education.

One of the greatest challenges that I have faced has simply been the continuing
struggle to manage a full time school schedule as well as take care of my two year old
son Stetson. I am often questioned about the choice that I have made to continue with my
education instead of being a full time mother. My reply to that is that my son will not
only watch as his mother successfully achieves her goals but will also have the realization
that if you put your determination into something that you love, no matter what the
obstacle you can accomplish anything.

I will truly be able to mold the future for myself as well as for my family. In five
to ten years I see myself enjoying a job full of challenges and new learning experiences.
One of the greatest attributes to the aviation world is the constant flow of new and
exciting technologies. In the future I will engulf myself in creating and building upon
those great ideas.

Attending the Woman in Aviation International Conference would be a wonderful
opportunity to network and learn from other women who desire the satisfaction of
professionalism in their careers.
The recruiting of 26 new Pampered Chef consultants in one year helped me to
develop excellent recruiting skills. I would be a very beneficial part to the Utah State
University booth in extending the excitement I have with our program with others who
share the same interest. Attending conference in Ohio not only is an opportunity to share
information about Utah State's aspiring aviation program.
As a Director with Pampered Chef and attending conferences in Chicago and
Miami, I have the social skills and ambition to really net work and find information that
can benefit myself as well as the school. While I attended a Chicago conference in July of
2002 I was invited to have a formal breakfast with the founder of The Pampered Chef for
my outstanding performance as a recruiter. I was able to meet with 50 other consultants at
this breakfast. I was able to network with the company presidency before the founder
arrived and was able to sit next to her. I made such a strong professional impression on
the region sales managers that I was asked to speak to over 30,000 consultants at their
next National Conference. Unfortunately I am no longer able to sell and manage such a
large sales team due to school and my dedication to earning my flight licenses. I would
be honored to represent Utah State at the Woman in Aviation International Conference
and would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to be considered for this
accredited event.

Amy Pitcher

January 31, 2003
Kari Sparks
Administrative Assistant
USU Aviation Program
Dear Kari,
I have been interested in aviation for some time now. As a hobby a few years
ago, I began taking flight lessons and became instantly hooked. I flew out of Ogden
airport, with K. W. Aviation every opportunity I had, for about a year, until I moved to
Brazil for 18 months. I realized at that time I wanted to pursue aviation as a
profession. The idea of a career that provides a balance of fun and excitement with
challenge and fulfillment entices me. I have always wanted to find a career that
allowed for adventure and the opportunity to be in Mother Nature's great outdoors.
Therefore, upon returning to the United States, I applied to Utah State University as a
professional pilot major.
Although I have 53 hours of logged flight time, 31 hours were before I entered
Utah State University program. Therefore I am just now preparing for my first stage
check. I passed the written exam with 83%, and have flown both high and low wing
aircraft.
I have enjoyed involvement with Alpa Eta Rho, International Flight Fraternity.
My goal is to become part of a network of people who love flight and expose myself
to the opportunities available to the women in aviation. Therefore, attendance at the
convention in Cincinnati would be invaluable in advancing my knowledge and
understanding of the support systems available.
I have had the privilege of flying with four different instructors and have found
each to have an individual teaching approach. I keep a journal of their methods and
note skills I want to attain. I hope to be instructing after completion of the program in
four years. I want to share my love and fascination with flight, exhibit patience and
instill confidence. I firmly believe that the teaching of a skill heightens your own
understanding.
My ultimate goal is to become a charter pilot in Alaska or other remote
location. I seek the opportunity to interact on a more personal level with passengers
and share with them the thrill of flight.
Sincerely,

Camille Forsberg

If the Dream is Big Enough, the Facts Don't Matter
Ashley M. Boyer
ITE 2330.001
Private Pilot Ground School

I am a dynamic individual, often seen sprinting through Death Valley
and catching poisonous tree frogs with my bare hands. I ride horses bareback
and I am a master swordsman. When I am bored, I build intricate scale
models of large U.S. cities with bubblegum and popsicle sticks, and then
pretend I am Godzilla. Rocky Balboa has nothing on me. I have a thirddegree black belt in Tae-Bo, and a second-degree black belt in gun·kata and
kickboxing. I am a Grand Master in chess and a cracker-jack journalist.
Last Sunday I solved world hunger, but forgot to write it down. I draw for
Disney, direct for Dream Works, and write for New Line Cinemas---and I have
turned down nine Academy Award nominations. I play twelve instruments
and have performed with Blink 182, the Rolling Stones, and the Boston Pops
Orchestra. President Bush, Alan Greenspan, and the U.N. all have me on
speed dial.
I have more internet fan sites than Matt Damon and Christian Bale
combined. I taught the Crocodile Hunter everything he knows, and was Liv
Tyler's stunt double in The Lord of the Rings. Some say I possess Spider
Sense and react to things before they occur. I bowl a 300 and make 100
percent of the three-pointers I shoot during any given basketball game. I
thrive under pressure. My weekends are spent at the library improving the
Dewey Decimal system, while my evenings are spent inventing a Box Elder
Bug pesticide. In my spare time I float the Colorado River in an inner tube,
and sled down Pike Peak in a saucer. I have conquered Mount Everest and
danced atop the Empire State building. I compose symphonies in my head
and can recite Shakespeare upon command. I am a MENSA member and a
world-champion Scrabble player. Golf bores me. I feed the hungry and I
saved the Tongan Hissing Cockroach from extinction. I met George Lucas,
flew the Space Shuttle, and hosted a barbecue for the Ethiopian Prime
Minister.
But I have not yet realized my dream of flying. For once I tasted flight
after crashing my bike in to a curb, I have walked the earth with my eyes
turned skyward; for there I have been, and there I long to return (to
paraphrase Leonardo da Vinci).
I have not earned any sort of rating yet, but I have taken the first step
by enrolling in the flight program at USU. I am daring to dream, and if the
dream is big enough, the facts don't matter. I have the ability and desire to
succeed; all I need is the chance.

Renee Tanasz
When I was growing up I never really gave much thought on what I was going to
do when I got older, it just didn't seem to important to me at the time. I can remember
playing outside and looking up in the sky and seeing those white trails of what I thought
looked like clouds. I always thought they were funny looking clouds, until one day I saw
an airplane making those white lines in the air. Since that day every time I am outside I
have this habit to look up in the sky and search for airplanes.
My dream actually started when I was about twelve years old, my father and
mother took the family to a United States Air Force show to look at all the planes and see
the demonstrations that were to be given by the Thunderbird's. When the F-16s broke the
sound barrier I was beside myself with excitement. Now I am 21 years old and when I go
outside I still look in the sky for airplanes, big or small. I just started school in the Fall of
2002, so I don't have that much flight experience under my belt right now. The past 2
and a half years I attended Dixie State College in St. George, Utah; while I was there I
checked out their aviation program to see what they had to offer. I decided to enroll in
Private Pilot ground school, while attending that class I found out that flight is what I
really wanted to do. I talked to my flight professor and he suggested that I go up to the
airport and take an introductory flight. The introductory flight scared me some, but the
longer I was in the air the less I wanted to put my feet back on the ground. To my dismay
they shut down the flight program at Dixie and I had to wait a year or so to get up into the
air again. All and all I would have to say that my flight experience isn't that great, I have
a total of about 19 flight hours. I haven't yet received any of my ratings, but I am hoping
to get my private pilot certificate as soon as possible.
School is my main priority in life right now, so my goals in the program are quite
high. I would like to get good grades in all of my studies and one of my main goals is to
receive all of my ratings some time in the near future. To achieve my goals in school I
have motivated myself an awful lot, I have set an academic standard for myself and I try
each and every day to achieve that standard, I also tell myself that this is my only shot at
life and I have to do well. My life time goal is to be a fighter pilot in the United States
Air Force, a commercial pilot, or my own pilot who charter's people around to where ever
they desire to go. If I continue to set my goals and chase my dream I know there is
nothing in the way to stop me. I know that I am an exceptional student and in the past I
have earned several awards; I was the tum-around-student of the year when I was in
middle school, I was nominated for the People to People Student Ambassador Program, I
also was in the Who's Who Among American High School Students two years in a row, I
graduated from high school with honors and I have proceeded to earn my Associates of
Science Degree. I know in life you only get one shot and I am trying my best to make
my life worth meaning.

Jessica Garbett
1/21/2003
Women in Aviation International Convention Essay Contest
I don't know what it is but, aviation has just amazed me ever since I was a little kid. It
wasn't until the summer before my senior year in highschool that I realized that I wanted to be a
pilot. I guess that the reason everything started to click was because I attended an aeronautical
camp in Boise, Idaho for about a month. I got to ride for the very first time in a Cessna 172, even
though I got sick a couple of times I still enjoyed every minute of it.
I am a Flight Technology Major with a Business Management Minor. Right now, I'm
working towards my Private Pilots licence. My check ride is on Friday, January 31. I have 52.3
hours in the air, passed my Private Pilot's Knowledge test and have graduated from ground
school Spring 2002. I'm also enrolled in Instrument ground school. In about 5 years I hope to be
graduated from College with my Bachelors Degree, been a flight instructor for a couple of years,
and hired at a major airline.
I've done a lot of things to achieve my goals. In order to afford to go to college I saved
up in highschool and worked really hard to get straight A's to get a scholarship. I'm an active
member of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars. I haven't been that involved in aviation
activities that much since I got into the program only because I am already really busy with a part
time job, school, flying, and homework. I hope to become part of them soon.

Angela Wendel
Women in Aviation
Application Essay
I, much like many others, have had a dream to fly ever since I was young.
Until this past summer I did not have enough information to make the dream
become a reality.
I moved to Logan in May, 2002 to find a job and work until I would be
starting nursing school in August. I knew deep down I never really wanted to be a
nurse but at the time I did not know of other options. I did not know about the
flight program at all. As I was looking through the classifieds for a job, I saw an
advertisement for the summer program to get a private pilots license. I jumped on
that not knowing before hand where the funds would come from, but praying that
things would work out. Amazingly, things did work out and I began living my
dream.
One ultimate decision loomed over me for the whole summer. I wanted to
drop nursing and change my major to flight technology but my family was
pressuring me otherwise. They thought I was being unrealistic, unpractical and
chasing after foolish dreams. I gave great consideration to what they thought but
the ultimate thing was this-did I want to be flying or putting in catheters? Well I
guess you can tell the route I have chosen!! To make my parents less worried about
me I am getting a minor in Chinese and a minor in Management and Human
Resources.
Learning how to fly and getting my private pilot's license has been quite the
challenge. However, if it was easy I wouldn't love it so much! There have been
many uncontrollable hurdles placed in my path which have caused me to be a little
slower in obtaining my private pilot's license. I can see how my trials have given
me more expenence.
I am currently working on my intermediate flight and hope to have that
completed within the upcoming month. I am currently enrolled in instrument
ground school. Upon completing intermediate I will begin my instrument training.
I am working full time as a security guard to help pay for school. Once I
figure out how to juggle everything, I would like to get more involved in aviation
clubs and chapters. I have had many good experiences with Civil Air Patrol and am
looking forward to joining the closest chapter.
There are several different fields in aviation that I would like to explore upon
completing the required flight hours. I feel that whatever knowledge I obtain should
be used to help others. One of my career goals is to fly for Life Flight. I believe

that this would be a very rewarding field. I would like to get as much experience as
I can in varied fields. Later on I would like to take the knowledge and experience
gained and work at a college or university. I hope to help others achieve their
dreams to fly. I feel that I have been given this opportunity to live my dreams and
therefore, it would be fun to influence others to do the same.

REPORTBODY
The heart of my project was the Convention itself; therefore, I chose to use pictures
along with a brief narrative from myself and the other attendees as the body of my
report

Mvli,~~
(am/,~)
Attending the Women in Aviation Convention has always been a dream of mine. Ever
since I started flying three years ago I've heard about how fun and exciting the
convention was for other people, but none of this prepared me for my adventures at the
2003 Convention.
Preparations were long and over-whelming. I was beginning to doubt myself and my
ability to take on the huge task of coordinating the exhibit and chaperoning two other
girls to a city I had never been. My resignation doubled when we arrived in Cincinnati
and I lost Cassie at least twice before ever leaving the airport. Every where we went it
always seemed that Cassie got herself into some interesting predicament. I ended up
taking on a more motherly role and taught her everything from professionalism to table
manners. Despite her immature tendencies, Cassie was always the center of attention.
Arny and I even started joking that Cassie was Cinderella, and we were the ugly stepsisters. Once the display was set up and Cassie firmly attached to my side, I was able to
relax and truly enjoy what the convention had to offer.
The convention was indeed everything everyone had said it to be. I had the time of my
life and left with even more determination to become a professional pilot. The seminars
ranged from pre-flighting an airplane to study habits. I took full advantage of the
opportunity and attended every seminar that I could make time for. I learned many new
things which will make me a better pilot, student, and person. The exhibits were
absolutely spectacular. I think every major company in the industry was represented in
some form. The best part, however, had to be all the free stuff they handed out at the
booths. I had to check an extra bag on the airplane just to get it all home.
My favorite and most memorable part of the convention was the people I met. Everyone
at the convention was friendly and ready help. I never met one person who was not
interested in what I was doing in the aviation field and willing to help. I had a Delta
captain stop by the booth and help me study for my commercial check ride for at least an
hour. He still e-mails once a week to check in on me and test my knowledge. One thing
that I will never forget is when I got busted by security going down the up escalator with
who I later discovered was an Air Force general. My most memorable friends are most
definitely the female Marine pilot's who adopted us at the convention. They always
found time to stop at the booth and talk to us about their careers. I was truly inspired and
I am now considering a career in the military.
Attending the convention will always be a highlight in my life. I am a better pilot for
having attended the convention. I left the convention with a renewed spirit and a sense of
belonging. For the first time I never felt out of place or weird for wanting to be a pilot. I
know that many students were bitter towards my project because it was so feministic;
however, what they don't understand is the purpose of the convention might be women,
but the theme is friendship I only hope that I have the opportunity to go again next year
to share this legacy with a new generation of female pilots.

~Jie

in eincinnali

I feel so fortwrntc that I was chosen to be able to go to Cincinnati, Ohio for the
Women in Aviation International Convention. It was an absolutely wonderful experience.
I met a lot of neat people, and a couple of people that were a few tools short of the
toolbox. They however made the trip not only fun, but very interesting. We were able to
show people how great it is to attend Utah State, and infonn them about the great flight
program we have at our school. It was fun to look at all the different booths, and get to
know some of the people that could be a part of me getting a job someday. The seminars
were very infonnati ve, and interesting to listen to. I distinctly remember one on
leadership that I was able to take a lot of applicable things back home with me. I really
would like to go next year, too. It really made me feel like I can do anything I try ifl
have enough will power.
Going to Cincinnati was also a cultural lesson to me. I have never really been
anywhere, and this gave me a chance to see a place other than Utah. I was very surprised
to see that no one has teeth. They really don't! I don't think that they care about that very
much, which is kind of weird. We also met a very interesting fellow named Charlie. He
was our cab driver on the way back to the Kentucky airport. He told us how he had a PhD
from Harvard, and how he invented Nicorette. He also told us that when he tried to take
credit from his invention, they tried to kill him, and this is why he is a cab driver today.
We tried not to laugh. It was fmmy; it made the cab ride go faster.

Overall, I had a wonderful time. We were always safe, and we ate really well luu.
I made a lot of cunnections with impo1iant people, and obtained quite a few business
cards. It was very educational, and 1 would recommend for any woman who is involved
with aviation to go. It was a very neat experience, and I am very thankful that I got tilt:
opportunity to go.

Amy Pitcher
Woman in Aviation International Conference
The conference held in Cincinnati allowed me to expand my knowledge for the
world of aviation. There were many workshops to attend that helped me to understand
and learn more about the subjects that were beneficial to me now as well as in my future.
I was also able to network with different employers from airlines to cargo.
The many professionals that attended the conference help to fuel my desire to
continue with my goals. I would definitely recommend that the school continue to hold
the essay contest to send students to this conference in the future.
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Cassie cheezing for the camera

Kari with the new display
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Women in Aviatio11.International
Cost Proposal
Thursday, March 20- Saturday, March 22

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati Convention Center

USU Fligl11 Operations

Women In Aviation Convention
Cost Proposal
Exll/b1t set u11beyms at 7 00 am un 7 hwsday

and e,hll.>1tf.llea/1cluwn ,::: d

Coporate Membership Dues:

$400 00

iii,' 11:i1 "n '.;;.;/u1,!av

i~;(,c Att.;;wh,n,.:-nl 1l

Booth Expenses:
Corporate,
IIAeD.lt-1f(

Exhibit Space 10' by 10' {100 sq. feel)

$

Booth Shipment & Delivery

/'Jon Corpo, a1e
MP.111be1

---·-------

700 00

$

1,100 00

$500 00

$

500 00

Convention Registration: (Prices vary based on if individual is a member of WIA)
Renting Exhibit space provides one fllll complimentary
at lncfividual Member rate

Individual
Membership

1 Person
2 Persons

$

195.00
Sarne

Registration

and Copeorate me:n/Jers/11pprovides confe1ence discount

l'-ion-WIA
Member

$

260.00
Same

Corporate
Member

$
$

l,lon-Corporate
Membe1

$

195.00

$

260.00

11.:,

Delta AirFare: (Costs are /Jased on current prices. Airfare is pro;ectecl to decrease and
"Buddy Passes" may be available)
Depart SLC March 19 at 1 00 pm and arive at CVG at 9 30 pm ( 3 5 hour lay-ove1 1n LAS)
Arrival CVG March 22 at 6 00 prn and arrive at SLC at 1 00 am (2 hour lay-over in LAS)

2 Persons

$530 r0und-trip per person

$

1,060.00

Cincinnati Westin Hotel: (Connected to Cincinnati Convention center via Sky Bridge)
1 Room

S,115 per nigt1t X 3 rnghts

$

345.00

$

28.00

Transportation:( To and From Hotel to CVGJ

Limo Service

$14 00 one way X 2

---------------------------------------····-·-·--··----

Convention Grand Total:
Corperate Savings
/plus Advcr11s1ng Benefits)

$3,228.00

$ 3,293.00

(Corperate)

(Non-Coperate)

$

65.00

Women
inAviation
,•esterda\'

-

-'

todav and to·morro-w

-

W

Corpo·rat._, ~1lembership

Benefits
Yourorganization·s dues investment will be returned
through your savings on ...

0 ()11r Or!.,'t•nb"tion
wotdt1
.! to .'lupport
no,uen i11.-h1intfon. l11ter1u1ti,mc,/.
Company/Organization

_.

omen have been involved in aviation since its

earliest days. From E. Lillian Todd. who designed

.\,l--.:ertisi11~ l)i.-.<.•011111.-.
in Ai·iatio11for ~Vt,111e11
magazine and the Annual Conference program.

and built aircraft in 1906 to Helen Richey. who be-

1'11Miclltim1 .., im:Iuding
A1·iati011for Wu111e11
magazine. WAI
mailings are sent to one corporate
member-designated representative.

came the first woman airline pilot for a regularly scheduled
airline in I 934. women have assumed a variety of roles in the
industry. At the close of the 20th century. Astronaut Eileen

\.Jailing Audre"

Collins became the first female Space Shuttle Commander.

Ex/r ibit Di.-.comrt at Annual

During the last two decades. the number of women
involved in the aviation industry has steadily increased
and today women can be found in nearly every aviation

Conference.

City

l I-.ibi/ity

Zip __

occupation. Howe\·er. the numbers are small by compari-

through complimentary lbtings in

son. Women pilots. for example. represent only six percent

association publications.

Phtine .

Cm!feren<.·e J)i,..corrnt for

Fax

Country

of the total pilot population.
At the first Annual International Women in Aviation Conference in 1990. participants recognized the need for more

one representati\·e at the lndi\·idual
member rate.

women in the industry. Following a number of successful

E-mail

conferences. Women in ,Asiacion. International (WAI) was
established as a professional. nonprofit organization in 1994.
Today. WAI has more than 7.000 members worldwide.
including a\·iation professionals.

students and enthusiasts as

well as corporations. organizations

and educational institu-

tions. Women and men from all segments of the industry.

••Jfod:--..:efl Cofli11-'ii.-.Ct11roml member '!f
lli-1111e11
i11.\--.:i11tio11.l11ter1wtio11Ctl. Reco_:,:11i-:.i11_:,:
the -..·Ctlue '!t"
tlfoer ...ity in our --..:orl:11lfl<.•c
;_..

ANNUAL

tt <.·or11cr:.;to11cof 011r .-.uecc.'i .... ••

·

.
-Karen C. Tripp
Vice President. Communication.,
Rockwdl Collin,

CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP
S-l-00

DUES

FORM OF PA':fMENT
:J \Ia,terCanJ

:J \ IS.-\

including general. corporate and commercial a\·iation.
education. go\·emment and the military. are eligible for
WAI membership.
Due to a strong commitment

in promoting women in

the a\·iation industry and support from its corporate
members. WAI has gained wide recognition. This recognition is evident from partnerships with '.'!ASA. the FAA am!
other organizations.
Your organization can make a difference in tomorrow by
joining Women in A\·iation. International today'

··. \t Cc.-....11H, -..:.·e"re c0111111ittcd to 111·0-;:i,li11:,:
e/w/le11.:.:iu:,:op110rt1111irie.,;to ·..:.·,,111e11
t111l"-'"
tt11tl i11tlrcfuturc,Ju ...t "·" --..::e
ttre to fmif,li11:.:
tire lri:,:lrc.-.t,,,wlity airert{ft i11tire -..:.·,u-1,I.
He s11111mrt Hi-,mcn i11. \-,.·iatio11. f11tcr11fltio11nl /,ecmr.-.c it i.-.Ctfir ...t-e/11,.,,,;or:,:w1fr,((ti1111.
-..:.·/rid,.~tri-..•c:,;to 11ro11wtc "'"' c11<.•011ru:,:c
·-..::omc11to ue/,ic-;.•e their ulti111utc _:,:oa/ i11
(l·-,:iHtio11.
-Marilyn Richwine
Vice President. Corporate Communication,
Cessna Aircraft Company

(s,gn as nar:i<?Jppears on credit card)

Send application to: Women in Aviation, International
IOI Corsair Drive, Daytona Beach, FL 32114
Fax: (386) 226- 7998

.,,, Ii
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~

bd1cdL1lc

Preli111inary Conference

l]enerul Session Spclll~lTS
( i111·i1ed)

\

I

\ cl I\

,·

lluul Gil.Jsun:111d
11111!;1
51id1l1111.:1,lr<>11:1111,

!

Gary Hay.

8:00 AM-5:00 PM
8:30 AM-4:30 PM
9:00AM-I2:00 l'f\l
11:45 AM-I2:JO i'f'vl
I :00 PM-6:00 l'M
I :00 PM-4:0ll PM

IA Rrncwal Seminar

Denise Walers.

Aerospace Euucalrn-s' Workshop
WAI l'vklllhcr\hip Mel'lin!,'.
Exhibits Oprn

nn1nd lhl' wt1rlda11d:1irr:1ci11gpil111

lnduslry Leaders Panel:

lk\'L'lopll1Clll

4:30 PM-MlO l'M

('ollcgc/Lllli\'L'rsity
Social Gathering.

6:00 l'M-7:JO PM
7:30 PM-9:00 Ptvl

Opening Reception
FAA Sakty Se111inar

-rl

I l1!11t1rahle
Nu, man llli111!I:i. Srnl'l:iry t11'Tr:111,p11n:11
it1n

l{egi~lralion Desk Oprn

l'rufcssiunal
Seminars

l'n:,idrnl. ( ·l'ss11:1
A irn:1f1( ·.,11111:111\'

Tum Pol.Jerezny. 1',rsidrnl. 1:xpl'1i111l'11lal
Airn:1f1A\\nl'i:11inn

Educational Sessions
(1n'l'limi11ary)
Spin Training

~ lt,·'', 0\ l I' l' lI I ·'-

1t 1r l

7:00 AM-8:JO AM
8:30 AM-4:JO Pfvl
9:00AM-I0:JOAM
IO:JOAM-II:00AM
10:30 AM-5:00 PM
12:00 PM-I :JO PM
I :45 PM-4:45 PM
5:00 PM-6:00 PM

Ii ·s Cll'.1r011l,,p

t

Lo11do11
To Sydney Air Rael'

Press 13reakfost

Airli111:l'illll l'.111el

Regislralion De.,k Open

L11ing lkal1hy on lhl' Run

General Session s1io11.rnrl'd
hr 1/w
Air Linl' Pi/01 's Ass11cio1i1J11

The Changing l':1cct11'Airn:11'1/\rcidrnl lil\·L·,1igal i1111

Rcfrcsh111e11tBreak with
Exhibilors s11n11.rnred
hr Boeing
Exhihils Oprn

/\irporl CarL'l'IUpp11rlt111ilil',
and Tip, 11111\·1a11L'lll'L'ring
1hn,ugh
lhl' Civil Snvicc l'rnl'cs,

Whl'l'c :ire We Now and Wh:11l)fll'S lhc F11lmL'I .1111k
I .i~l'·.,

Luncheon .11in11.wrC'd
h,·

Vi:1hili1y"' Dispalrhcr, in lhl' /\irli111:Industry

Nort'111·,,s11\irli11es
(lid<'!

Managing Yt1url'i11a11ci:il
Rl'st1urrl's '" /\chicw Yum I .ik ( i11:1's

ri·,111il<'rl)

Conct11Tcn1Sessiuns
Special lnleresl Group Mel'lings

l11spcr1iu11.
RL'pair:111d
C:in: <>i'/\ircr:11'1
Tr:u1sparl'11riL's
:111d
Landing Lighl and Wing Tip I .e11sesRep:1irand C11:1ti11gs
OutdtJor l.:1scrs:md Their F.ITrrlst111
/\vi:1tit111
and 1\\'iatt1rs
Refractive .':iurgl'l'yin the Ci,·il /\irnwn l't1pulatio11:Dilll'l'L'ncL',
hetwern l'rn1alc and tvlalc l'iluts

8:30 AM-J:00 PM
9:00AM-I0:JOAM
IO:JOAM-II:00AM

Fou11dati1111
for Ch:111gc:Flight Disciplim; a11d/\in11a11ship

Rcgislration Desk Oprn
Gener.ii Session

Corporate Flying Within the l'/\Rs - !'art 'JI

Rerresh111cn1Break wi11t
Exhibitors

Changes lo 14 Cl'!{ l'arl lJ I :111d14 lTR I Yi in lhL·'l'ral'lional' Nl'RM

lntelkctual Prnperty Basics for the /\vi:1tio11l'rnkssio11:il

I0:30 AM-5:00 PM
12:00 PM- I :30 PM

Exhibits Open

The Green Engine and Grecn l'actory

Lunch on your own

Creatin);!.and Opcrnting a World Class Tr:1i11ingCrnln

I :45 PM-4:45 PM

Concurrent Sessions

I low to Start a WAI Chapter

6:00 PM-7:00 PM

Reception ,11w11.1orC'd
/Jr

Over l!ighty ;md Stili l'lying

11wAlaska Airlines Gm111i
7:00 PM- I 0:00 PM

Wumen in A1·ia1i,,nlli,tory

13anquel anJ Pioneer Hall or
Fame SfJOll.mredhr Cessna.'
lJc/1l-felicofJler-Te.r1tw1.

The Powder Puff Derby

Nochrd/ Collins (1id1•1n·,111ir<'di

Thl' Evulutifln t1f ITn1:1k l'ilt1ls

or IlJ21J

Report of National Survey Result\: l{etcntit1nof \.Vt1n1en
in A, iatio11

Booth Exhibitor

330
326
129
202
618
225
627
607
510
524
219
228
518
200
107
407
401
606
322
534
630
415
528
232
630
418
400
419
310
301
500
511
223
533
612
204
615
332
430
530
532
226
507

6th Marine Corps District
AIR, Inc.
Air Line Pilots Association (ALEA.)
Air Race Classic
Airbus North America
Aircraft Electronics Association
Aircraft Windmv Repairs Company
AirLifeLine
Airline Ground Schools. Inc.
AirTran Airways
Alaska Airlines
America West Airlines
American Trans Air (ATA)
Ann Cooper Books and Aviation Art
AOPA Flight Training Magazine
Assoc. for Women in Aviation Maintenance (AWAM)
Atlantic Coast Airlines
Atlantic Southeast Airlines (ASA)
Atlas Air, Inc.
Author's Table
Aviation Employment Placement Services (AEPS)
Aviation Jewelry by Pon to Port Air
Aviation Supplies & Academics. Inc. (ASA)
Aviation Week
AviationCareer.net
1l1e Boeing Company
Bombardier Aerospace
CAE SimuFlite Training International
Cage Consulting
Cessna Aircraft Company
Civil Air Patrol
Comair Airlines
Comair Aviation Acac.lemy
Continental Airlines
Delta Air Lines
OTC DUATService
DynCorp DUATS
Elizabeth & the Gold Lac.ly
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Executive Jet Aviation
Executive Jet/Ohio State University
Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
FAA At>rosparrWratlwr

Booth Exhibitor
320
506
413
221
229
512
127
105
103
231
203
601
431
603
205
405
623
207
613
424
609
504
211
624
109
209
230
227
206
409
101
411
300
302
435
611
201
328
625
213
526
324
fl?l

Gcnrml A1·i(/fion Nl'w1·
Greater Cincin11a1i
CV 13
Gulfs1rca111
Acauc111y
urAcmnaulic"
Horizon Air
Intl. Society or Women Airline Piltll\ ( I
Intl. Wo111cn's
Air & Space IVluscu111
(I\
.lcppcsrn
.lc1BlueAirways
LeTournc:,u Uni\'crsity
Mesa Airlines Isl Officer Train in~
Middle ·1c11nessce
Stale Univcr\ity (1\1'1
Mitrc/CAASD
NASA-Aerospace Tccl111ulogy
National Air & Sp:1ccMuseum
National AirTr:tfTicCllnlrnllcrs Associ:
National Business A\'ia(ion Associ:1tion
NIFA and Alpha Eta RI)()
The Ninety-Nines
North Central Inslilulc
Northwest Airlines. Inc.
Pacific Southwest l11strun1e111s
Pan Am Internalional Flight Academy
Parks College. St. Louis U11i\ersi1y
Pratt & Whitney
Raytheon Aircraft Company
Rockwell Collins
Sennhciscr EkctnH1icC\1rpnratiun
Signature Flight Support
Southwest Airlines
Spartan School of Aeronautics
Speed. Props & Pylons
Tr:1dc-J\-Plane
U.S.Air Force Health Prokssions
U.S. Air Force/Reserve/Guard
U.S.Centennial of Flight Commission
U.S.Coast Guard
U.S.Customs Service
U.S.Space & Rocket Center
Unitec.1
Airlines
United Parcel Service (UPS)
University A\'iation Association (UAA)
University of North Dakota Aerospace ( I
t 1<;I\ ,nnn11,idi,w•

Ivan

C Swenson

435-734-1754

GENESIS EXHIBIT GROUP

December 2, 2002

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
Purchasing Services
East Campus Office Building
1330 East 700 North
Logan, Utah 84322-8300
Attn: Owen J. Brower
Subject: Request for Quotation, Bid Number B007720
Sir,
Genesis Exhibit Group is pleased to provide a bid per the referenced bid Number. The bid is as follows:
-One 8 fl curved display consisting of the following components.
-Mercury 3 X 3 quad classic curved frame in a plastic bag
-6 3 quad high connected struts
-2 fabric ,3 quad high end panels
-1 Rollux case
- l halogen light kit ( case with 2 halogen lights with compatible connecting foot)
-2 shelves with Mo brackets each
Structure cost-----·---- ----·---------···-·· -----$ 2,470.00
Graphic Panels
-3 three quad high,$ 299.00 ea--·····-·-$

897.00

Tota1------------------------------------------$3,367.00
Alternate Bid, same as above but IO fi curved ( 4 X 3 quad)
Structure

----------------------------···---------$
2,850.00

Graphic Panels

Ivan

C Swenson

-4 three quad high @ $ 299.00/ea
Total ------------------

435-734-1754

p.3

-··----------$I, 196.00

-$
4,046.00
---------------·----------------

) weeks from order date
This Quotation is firm for 90 days. The product will be available Three ( 3

order item with color of end caps
Terms are 50 % down with placement of order as this is a custom, made to
Stale Sales Tax is included in the
specified when ordered. The remainder is the cost is due upon delivery. No
costs .
Utah State University. Genesis
Costs are also based on receipt of an electronic file suitable for printing from
the customer at the customer's
with
on
cooperati
in
files
graphic
the
create
to
capability
Exhibit Group has the
by high quality ink-jet on plastic
be
will
request. Genesis charges$ 55.00/hr for graphic preparation. Print process
Specification.
Nomadic
to
laminate sheet and include attach and base slructure and magnetic strip
quality and timeliness of Genesis work
Genesis Exhibit Group's primary customer is flying J Inc. Reference as to
1. Genesis is the contractor for Flying J
may be obtained from Ms Virginia Parker, Telephone Number 80 l-624-117
graphics for their National
and
Trade Show Displays and has produced/provided both display structures
Tradeshows.
or write.
Genesis is pleased to provide this quote. Iftherc are any questions, please call

Sincerely

Ivan C Swenson, President
usage may be obtained by sending the
P. S. Nomadic displays are fully guaranteed from defects, Repairs need from
will make repairs and send the
items back to Nomadic, The customer pays the freight to the factory_ Nomadic
structure back free of charge.
Literature on Nomadic Displays is being sent under scperatc cover.

128 • Classic Kits

Nomadiclllnstand®

Neptune #2
ELEVATION

_

_____- - -~•~~-Bm

FLOOR PLAN

-~---:;:,....-=::::::..J1~-

I
l

7'9 314"/2.4m

10'

3m

10'
3m

Code

':I

"

~ Description

Total
Lbs.

Unit
Price

Total
Price

C34
MSC3
*CRE
CRE010

1
7
2
1

3x4 Classic Frame in a Nylon Bag
Three Quad High Connected Strut
RollEase Case
Neptune #2 Frame System in RollEase Cases

9.75
14.00
30.00
53.75

$1,320
$50
$220

$1,320
$350
$440
$2,110

*CRL
CRL010

2
1

Rolluxe Case
Neptune #2 Frame System in Rolluxe Cases

50.00
73.75

$325

$650
$2,320

$450
$765
$415
$415
$100
$368
$175
$135
$140

$450
$765
$415
$415
$100

Suggested Accessories
TOO008
TSM003
LRE004
LRL004
SSCE
LRE006
FPC3
FEU3SF
FEU3SR

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

(Extra cases may be required)

Rolluxe Counter Conversion Kit
25.50
40"/1 m FabriCounter in a ShowMate Case
36.80 _
Set of 5 Incandescent Lights and ElectroStrut in a Light Carton
7.30
Set of 5 Incandescent Lights and ElectroStrut in a Short Cylinder For Rolluxe 7.30
Classic External Shelf with 2 Brackets
2.90
Set of 2 Large Halogen Lights and ElectroStrut in a Light Carton
4.58
Three Quad High Classic Fabric Panel
5.00
Three Quad High Small Flat Fabric End Cap
2.25
Three Quad High Small Round Fabric End Cap
2.50

* REMINDER:One case is supplied empty for graphics.
Notes:Maximum RoDuxeCounter/Pedestalload is 100 lbs/46 kg.
Maximum FabriCounterload is 40 lbs/18 kg.
Maximum ExternalShelf load is 20 lbs/9 kg.
Revised USA: September 24, 1997

$368

$175
$135
$140

Nomadic II Display®

NorthAmerica:Tel: 800/336•5019 703/866•9200 Fax: 703/866•1869
Europe: Tel: 353/98•66011 Fax: 353/98-66025

p

1 • Shelving

l~madiclllnstand®

Shelves

Plastic External

i

,

~,

4

.

~

SSCE

gode
sscE
sSPE

Total
Lbs.

9!Y,, Description

1
1

fleplacement
$BU

SSPE

1

Classic External Shelf with 2 Brackets
Plus External Shelf with 2 Brackets

Unit
Price

Total
Price

2.90
3.50

$100
$100

$100
$100

0.06

$6

$6

Parts
Universal Bracket for Classic and Plus External Shelf

CAUTION:Do not use external shelves on Plus backwalls without wings.
Do not use external shelves on Classic frames less than
3 quads wide.
Notes:

Maximum External Shelf load is 20 lbs/9 kg.
Maximum Waterfall Bracket load is 10 lbs/5 kg.
Classic External Shelf dimensions are 1¾"H x 29'½6"Wx 10¾"0.
Plus External Shelf dimensions are 1¾"H x 30¾6"Wx 11•o.

NomadicllDisplay®
RevisedUSA: September 4, 1997

North America: Tel: 800/336•5019 703/866•9200 Fax: 703/866•1869

Ivan

435-734-1754

C Swenson

p.3

3 • Counters and Tables

Nomadic ■ lnstand®

Counters
Rolluxe Pedestal & Counter

CSRT~

~
Ii~
CPRFF

CEXF

CWR

Code
CSRT
CWR
CPRFF
CEXF

2
2

TOO007

1

CSXT
CSX
CPXFF
CE.XF

1
2
2
2

TOO008

1

Notes:

Total
Lbs.

Qrb Description
1

2

4.40
1.80
5.80
5.20

Rolluxe Pedestal Top Shelf
Rolluxe Pedestal Wheel Stop
Rolluxe Pedestal Front Fabric Panel
Rolluxe Fabric End Cap
Rolluxe Pedestal

$80
$25
$60
$75

7.50
1.60
11.20
5.20

25.50

Maximum Rolluxe Counter/Pedestalload is 100 lbs/46 kg.
Rolluxe Pedestal exterior dimension is 42'H x 22'W x 21¾'0.
Rolluxe Counter exterior dimension is 42'H x 35¼"WX 21¾"D.

Total
Price
$80
$50
$120
$150

$400

17.20

Rolluxe Counter Top Shelf
Rolluxe Counter Wheel Stop
Rolluxe Counter Front Fabric Panel
Rolluxe Fabric End Cap
Rolluxe Counter

Revised USA: September 4. 1997

Unit
Price

$100
$25
$75
$75

$100
$50
$150
$150
$450

Noma d.IC~~o·ISPIay®

North America:

Tel:B0D/336•5019

703/866•9200

Fax: 703/866•1B69

FWD Photo ID: 176411 - Message

CJ

L]
Delete :

File

._ : T

:Ji

J=•.~Y_J
ReplyAll _Forward: £'~~vioui! _f_fo_x_t
~
_ ~-9.!_e_~

·,J

~

;;J

Options Index

Help

Dall' Srnt: Monday. Februarv 24. 2003 8:06 AM
Fr-om:

scott.dahl@usu.cdu

To: Kari Sparks <karia@cc.usu.edu,
Subject: FWD: Photo ID: 1764 l l

►11e◄

1

1Urgent

,Uu1e::,::,

Dv

,

'

□ New

Kari:
Pennission was granted. Read below ...
sd
-----Original Message----From: PixAir rpixair/a)pix~a\'.COm)
Sent: Sunday, February 23. 2003 11 :40 PM
To: Scott Dahl
Subject Re: Photo ID 176411

Hello Scott
Yes. vou may use it .
Regards
Robert
www.pixwav.com

----- Original Message----From: "Scott Dahl" <scot1.dahl@usu.edu>
To: <pixair@pixway.com>
Sent: Friday, February 21. 2003 10:07 PM
Subject: Photo ID: J 764 J J

> 1 am seeking permission to use photo ID: 1764 J l (Thai Airlines Digh1

deck) for an exhibit booth graphic for the Utah State University Aviation
Technology program.
>

> The purpose of the booth is to recruit high school students to the
professional pilot and aviation maintenance B.S. programs at Utal1 State. It
will be used at high school open houses.
>
> Thank you.
>

> Scott Dahl
>

> ------- -- ---- -- -- -- ---- ------ -- -- ---- -- --- -- -- ---- -- ---- -> Message was sent using the mail interface on Airliners.net
> http: 11www.airliners.nevsearch1photo.search 0 id= J76411
>

> To uphold the good reputation of the photographer

http://webmail.usu.edu/MBX/KARINID=3E5F4B99/MSG:2

9/25/2003

FWD Photo ID: 176411 - Message

· community_ plcast: tr,· to rep!\· to photo usage requests.

r~~
,z··
,r-·

'-"

....

Click he.LCto enter secure mode.

Powered by WebMail v3.62-- ((;,Copyright 1995-2001 b, Q!p).gris

http://webmail.usu.edu/MBX/KAR1A/ID=3E5F4B99/MSG:2

9/25/2003

RE: CRJ graphic final - Message

13

Delete

1

I

8

1

File

{.:ell i

f'~ i

fi' ! ',.,

~

I

J Reply,6,n' Forward1
Create : _f='!_eply

Previous

Next :

'
i

Options

~
Index

'

~

~
i

Help :

Date Sent: Frida\". Februarv 21. 2003 2:22 PM

From: Scott Vest <SVest@skywest.com>

f
5 ,;;.,...,f.ffflwn

To: KARJ

Subjc'Ct: RE: CRJ graphic final

-·◄

Ourgent

ONew

Looks good Kari.
Scott
-----Original Message----From: KARJ [KARIAIWcc.usu.edu] Sent: Friday. February 21, 2003 10:27 AM
To: svest@skywest.com
Subject: CRJ graphic final
Scott.
Here is the final of the CR.l that we will be using on the display. Keep in mind the picture is fuzzy because it is a
PDF screen capture. The original will be crisp and clear. Also. there will be a few changes to the bottom of
the display, but nothing effecting the jet.
Let me know what vou think!

Thanks,
Kari Sparks

-r~
l
~
-,.f.,_,·
··ij'· ...

Click here to enter secure mode.

Powered by WebMail v3.62 -- © Copyright 1995-2001 by Captaris

http://webmail.usu.edu/MBX/KARIA/ID=3E5F50C6/MSG:4

9/25/2003
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material handling
order form

GES Exposition Servlces
900 GrierDnve, Las Vegas. NVB9119
37
Phone· (BOO)~75-2098 • FAX.·(866) 329-14
lntemational Exhibitors Only·
20
Phone· (702) 263-1592 • FAX (702) 263-15

in Aviation International
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DEADLINE DATE:

Cincinnati Convention Center
March 20-22, 2003
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s with inbound shipments must check in
REQUIRED FOR ALL SHIPMENTS. Driver
CERTIFIED Wt:.IGHT TICKETS ARE
be guaranteed same day unloading .
....,,,,arehouse or exhibit site by 2 PM to
HOUSE: (200 lb. minimum per shipment)
.ADVANCE SHIPMENTS TO GES WARE
will apply on these shipments.

charge
at the warehouse. A special handling
days; reloading onto
nts); storing at warehouse for up to 30
GES will receive uncrated carpet and pad(\he
warehouse cannot receive uncrated shipme
containers; and
Include: unloading crated freight
storing, and returning empty shipping

~ates
booth; picking up,
unloading freight and delivery to your
1.rucks and delivery to the exhibit site;
site. The rates for this service are:
exhibit
from
tion
destina
ed
specifi
reloading freight tor return to your

Crated Shipments
Requiring Special
Handling•

ST/OT
OT/OT

S 83.05 cwt S166.10min
S 99.65 cwt $199.30min

ST/OT
OT/OT

$103.70 cwt $207.40 min
S124.45 cwt S248.85min

(200 lb. minimum per shipment)
ing freight for
empty shipping containers; and reload
DIRECT SHIPMENTS TO EXHIBIT SITE:
booth; picking up, storing, and returning
: unloading freight and delivery to your
Rates Include
return to your specified destination.

Crated Materials

Uncrated Materials

Crated Shipments
Requiring Special
Handling*

ST/OT
OT/OT

S 73.50 cwt $147.00min
S 88.20 cwt S176.40min

ST/OT
OT/OT

S 97.80 cwt $195.60min
$117.35 cwt

$234.70 min

ST/OT
OT/OT

S 91.90 cwt
$110.25 cwt

S183.75 min
S220.50min
condrtion.
ed without guarantee of piece count or

be deliver
pes received without documentaton will
air carrier that do
shipments. All shipments received via
SMALL PACKAGE: Cartons and envelo
y. Includes UPS and Federal Express
deliver
per
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shipme
per
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50
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Maximum weight
s.
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g
handlin
l
specia
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ry may be subject
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$ 40.00
First Carton
$ 10.00
Each Additional Carton
g
suoh a manner as to require additionaldhandlin
ents that are loaded and/or packed in
include are

l handling include s/1ipm
d shipments). Also
designated piece unloading, or stacke
"NOTE: Crated shipments requiring specia
unloading, constricted space unloading,
receipts, such as UPS & FedEx.
y
deliver
t
(such as ground unloading, side door
withou
nts
shipme
and
le shipments/delivery areas,
shipments mixed on the truck, muMip
may be charged at the overtime rate.
4:30 PM. Trucks signing In after 2 PM
Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to
Straight Time:
ys, Holidays.
All other times, Saturdays, Sunda
Overtime:
ot the show.
d on straight time into the show and out
show or out of the show.
Use "ST/ST" rate it freight will be handle
and one way on overtime, either into the
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t
straigh
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way
one
d
handle
be
Use "ST/OT" rate if freight will
show.
the
ot
out
and
d on overtime into the show
Use "OT/OT" rate if freight will be handle

LING CHARGES
CALCULATION OF MATERIAL HAND
entswillbe madeaccordingly.
.
actual weigh/Adjustm
an estimate.lnvodng will be done fromthe
We understand tnat your calculation is only
200 lbs. minimum per shipment
lbs.,
100
per
lbs.@
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We will be shipping:
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RETURN TO:
GES Expos/I/on Services

key information

900 Grier Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone· (800) 475-2098 • FAX· (866) 329-1437

lntemarional Exhibffors Only·
Phone. (702) 263-7592 • FAX (702) 263-7520

Women in Aviation International

DEADLINE DATE:

Cincinnati Convention Center
March 20-22, 2003

Respomibllity
AUorder, ore governedby the GESPaymentPolicy and Limit>of Liabilityand
BOOTH t-.'.UW.OCR
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Inbound Freightlnformation
Carrier

jj'~\r&\-\A'k'Xf\0s

d

Number of Pieces

Weight

O

~Warehouse

Shipped To: (Check One)

\)~\J 't\\l\();N):)\e_(\:::,.
I ;)S

I C>3
D:::,/ I)'-:\

Date

_

Pro Number ________
Crated Display \ \C:,X'\i~:t,_ \JJ

loose Display _________

\0

~c\--.-.

Target Date

Shipped By

I bu:,.')

Showsite

Did You OrderElectric.al

'rp-Yes

Electrical Drawings

0 Attached
0
D
D
D

Booth Cleaning
Furniture

AN Furniture
Telephone

Yes

~o

Yes

~No

_

1¥0

Yes

Outbound Freight Information
_

Outbound Freight Charges ___________

-r/JPrepaid
0 Bill To_.

the Exhibit

OtherJtems _______________

~No

Yes

O Yes

Electrical Under Carpet
0 No
0 Sent to the Official Electrical Contractor pith

_

Consigned To ______________
_

Address _______________

O Collect

_

City/State/Zip ______________

_

Second Consignee ____________
_

Address _______________

Method

O GES logistics.

ef,common

Carrier

D AirFreight

D Vanline

\~"\\\J\_B\"':)\\e
Qj--6)e,

Emergen

Phone

· n I Showsite Contact

Name ~I----""-'--'-----<="'-+'""'"'--'~----------___________________
________L..::b::.._
Telephone ___,,.:....;::._.__,___,_,_.....,___.._>...L-.

Contact's Hotel ~'.::\
Purchasing Authorization

\\c'\ e\
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f{L

\ -
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~
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_

D Other __________

Carrier (if known)
Contact

_

City/State/Zip ______________
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Form/ _l Renewing Member (plec11r·co111plc1e
Memf,,,,-sl,ipForm/

first Name
for Bad"e
--~'...-'-'m~..:::..:i-------------------------------p:rc -"erred
_.
'
c
A-.,,-i ation Affiliation/Occupation ~r'\
\
.
.
CL7,--npany/Educational
Institution

Ad dress
C it:Y
zjp/Postal

pnone

home ¥J.
work
\.\ "JCI.R Q()...lv._

_l

Code
~home

Oworb{I..\?::,~)

CJ
0

.

:...JRequest Address Change

.

~ S~e ---~~\i@'t::,\~
\\✓ ,Q:-.\\ Clf\
~ '-\ v-.> ~ ~'t ~~ ✓ ~ f:>D 'J .::>19

:S:1::~,_,._l.,,_o;f",.j<...>,\..4
____
_ ,lr

\)

State/Province --'1.>.;_\:_0-:=..:\-:\_,_
___________

SL\'b \~

Begister
~ 9

_______ .,.

~~

-lcm!Jer, use lhC' 11!embership form on thP right to join now and save 011 this n'gistration.
.
'
WAI Mcmbcrshi1) Number
\ oO~ 17

__Ll1

ew Member

...

Cow1try __

'7':i7

·li,1...cu7

_

E-mail address _______________

EarlJr and SA\IE!

_

Men1ber

Non-M:ember

U$235
:...]$125

U$295
U$160

dy Registration
(by January 10, 2003)
full Registration (includes opening recep1ion. lwu:heon and honq11e1)
Student.

Full Time (i11c/11desope11i11grec,·ption a11dluncheon, hanq11e11w1includedi
(by March 7, 2003)
Cl Full Registration (i11clude.1opening recl'plion. l1111c/1eo11
and banqw:1)
U $295
,_J One Day (opening receprio11 and meal., ,wt i1td11ded1 :J Thursday CJFriday J Saturday _l $175
~Student,
Full Time (inc/11des ope11i11greception and luncheon, banquel 1101included/
"f-$145

ceneral

_

l..)...=S-=-'\~_,_ ____________

Registration

'.J$355
U$225
CJ$185

011-!iile registration
fee wiIJ be $100 additional.
I vVOuld like to order the following tickeL'i:
//-_____ Tour: GE Aircrah Engines fdwose onh one tow)
# ____ Tour: Dayton, Ohio-$25 per person (lunch 1101included) (r-/100.,·eonlr one 1ma)

::J$ _____

# _Flight

_l$ ____

U$ ___

Instructor Refresher Clinic-$150

member; $195 non-member

# ___ Extra opening reception or opening reception only-$10 each
# ___ Extra luncheon or luncheon only-$40 each
# ~Extra
banquet or banquet only-$65 each
I -would like lo sponsor a student/unemployed
member:
# ____ Student members-$125 each
# _____ Unemployed members-$235 each

no additional cost

._l$ ___

_

_

:1$. ____

_

_
~=

:.J$,____

<oSOD

~$
_l$ ____

:.J$.___

no additional cost

:J$ ___

_

_

_

_

·_l$. ____

U$ ___

_

_

:]$ ____
0$ ____

_
_

J\D _oO
u

Firsl. time attendee
.J I would like to volunteer at the Conference
:Re~ervatious -I plan to attend the following Seminars and Workshops:
CJ FA.1\ 'V\ain,enanceRecurrent Training (Thursday, 'V\arch20 8:00 _A,,_,"'1-5:00
P!-1)
no additional cost
CJAerospace Educators' Workshop (Thursday, March 20 9:00AM-12:00 PM)
no additional cost
O FAA Safety Seminar (Thursday. March 20 7:30-9:00 PM)
no additional cost
Re~ervaLiorn,-l plan to attend 01\'E of the following Professional Development Seminars (select only one):
:J Building Cathedrals: Six Practices for Effedive Leadership (Thursday. March 20 l :00-4:00 PM)
no additional cost
O Get Out ofYmu Own Way (Thursday, March 20 l :00-4:00 PM)
no additional cost
·•·-- -· ··- ---·-·
~
·-· - ·--·
···--· -··------ . - .
R~fund Policy: Full rl'/it11ds.fr1rrnnce//Olions will he gi1•en w11ilJonuarr 17, 2003. 1-i·om Januarr !8th rhmugh Murch 51/J, lhl' regis1ratitm(ee less $50 will be refimded. A.fia Maffh 5th no re/imds ,di he
,~iH'II. Please a/Im,· six weekY/or pmcessing o(re/imds.

1. Mail

2. Fax
3. Web site

Women in Aviatio~ International
P.O. Box 11287
Daytona Beach, FL 32120-1287
(386) 226-7998
www.wiai.org

Registrations are accepted only with accompanying check or credit
card payment(no purchase orders) If paying for more than one registration, send all registration forms together with payment.

,
.:J. . :
::JMasterCard ~VlSA

(must be payable in U.S. funds)

CJCheck (Paya~letc Worr.e,11 A1·1a11c1ln1ena11011ali

L.\8 Y (Q DYQ b DJ J ! ] Dd--;)
Expiration D.1te
\ I ~ o5:I
Cardholder"s Name (Print;
~ 1_g
0 \ea,(~e_,

Account Number

Authorized Sif.'llaturc:

(sign as name appears 011 credit card)

!COMPLIMENTARY EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION

!.J .New ~1embcr (1,ln,.",

CJRenewing

1w111,h·1t·
M,,ml,n:ship J "'mJ

I

Member /plPv.<I'mmpJ,,,,, Mnn/>1·1:vhipn,m,i U Request Address Change

Prden-ed first Name for I3adgc --'..L'>-"""L..11.->...------------------------------Aviation Affiliation/Occupation

_0\,_,__,._,~=-ce~'J\:.~\-~------------------------------

S\c.~e,DN\lex:-S1h..~
\\,1\0,\\f)I'\\ecbr:o\tx:tt'

Company/Educational Institution
\)\.uh
Address U home ¥J
work _c),...,5tD<>..O-.,__(\~_g__.ffi.>A.J.-""U.,._),___
___________________

Lcno11\

City

State/Province_....,,_,,.___,_
_______________

Zip/Postde_~_Y~O~d~\~

Phone ~ome

[J work

Y.:½-]SD - 5 7 l-i I

_

C0/:f-i,e\,✓\Le, 11J..s,:;)cc (150

E-mail address

and SA.VE!

Non,.Member

Me1nber

(by January 10, 2003)

Early Registration

Registration

'..J$295

~235
U$125

~Full Registration (i1u·ludes opening reception, lu11cheo11and banquet)
0 Student, Full Time (i11cludes opening recepzion and luncheo11, banquet 1101included)

U Full Registration

_

Country_cD.,.,SPI..,,__,_
_____________

________

Registe1" Early
General

_

U$160

(by March 7, 2003)

'.J$355
0$225
:1$185

U$295
U Friday c.JSaturday 0$175
U Student, Full Time (inr:iudes opl'l1ing receplion and luncheon, batU/!11'1110/ included)
'.J$145
(indurfl's opening reC£ptio11./uncheo11 (JIU/ banquet j

'..JOne Day (opening reception and meals

On-site registration

1101 included)

U Thursday

fee will be $100 additional.

I would like to order the following tickets:
# __
Tour: GE Aircraft Engines ( choose on!_,.one touri

# __

Tour: Dayton, Ohio-$25 per person / lunch nm incluril'di ( choose onh- one

# __

Fligilt Instructor Refresher Clinic-$150 member; $195 non-member

# __
# __

# __

10w)

no additional cost

:!$ ____

_

CJ$___

_

~$ ___
U$ ___

Extra opening reception or opening reception only-$10 each
Extra luncheon or luncheon only-$40 each
Extra banquet or banquet only-$65 each

I would like to sponsor a student/unemployed
# __
Student members-$125 each
# __
Unemployed members-$235 each

no additional cost

Q $ _____

_
_

U$ _____

_

_

CJ$_____

_

..J$ ____
..J$ ____

_
_

0$ ___

_

member:

0$ ____
0$ ___

O I would like to volunteer
at the Conference
plan to attend the following Seminars and Workshops:
0 F.A..A.
Maimenance Recurrent Training (Thw;;day. March 20 8:00 A.i,1-5:00 PM)
0 Aerospace Educalors' Work.~hop(Thursday. March 20 9:00 AM-12:00 PMJ
0 FAA Safety Seminar (Thursday. March 20 7:30-9:00 PMJ
Reservations-I
plan to attend ONE of the following Professional Development

_
_

0$ ___

_

Q$ ___

_

0 First time attendee

Reservations-I

no additional cost
no additional cost
no additional cost

Seminars (select only one):

0 Building Cathedrals: Six Practices for Effective Leader,hip (Thursday, March 20 I :00-4 :00 PM)
0 Get Out of Your Own Way (Thursday. '.v'.!arch
20 I :00-4:00 PMJ

Refund Policy: Full re.fiu1dsji1r cancellmions will br given umil Januon- 17, 2003. From Jonuorr 18th through Marci, 5th, 1he registmtionfee less S50 will be refunded. Aier Murch 5th no refunds will he
git·e11. Please allow six weeks/<11·
pmcessiug of refunds.

Registrations are accepted only with accompanying check or credit
card payment (no purchase orders). If paying for more than one registration, send all registration forms together with payment.
, '. n- · c i •: 0

U MaslerCard \
1. Mail

2. Fax

3. Web site

Women in Aviation, International
P.O. Box I I 287
Daytona Beach, FL 32120-1287
(386) 226-7998
www. w1a1.org

no additional cost
no additional cost

,

(

iA

must be payable In U .S, funds)

U Check (Payableto wo01en,o Av,at,oo,lnte•nat,onal\

Account Number
Expiration Dale__:
Cardholder"s l'\ame (Prim I
Authorized Signature _________

_

rs1gnas name appeJrs on credit card)

!COMPLIMENTARY EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION

I
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bu_9
\\l°'-\- e__
Cincinnati Convention Center

ElectricalServiceOrder Form
Save Money By Ordering 14 Days In Advance.

General ElectricalConnections(Lights,VCR, etc.) 120 Volt, SinglePhase, 60 Hz AC
Quantity

List Equipment - Lights, CPU, VCR's, Etc. J 20v

Requirements

\

Outlets to 1000 wans 10 amp (I plug-in)
Outlets to 2000 wans 20 amp (2 plug-ins)

Advance Floor
Order
Order

24 Hr Service
Add 50%

$45.00

$55.00

$65.00

$75.00

-------

Rental Items (ExhibitorsMay BringOwn ApprovedPower Strip/Extension
Cords)
Advance Order

Floor Order

$35.00

$45.00

$45.00

$55.00

500 watt (cciling suspended) electric included 1st FL ONLY where available

$60.00

$70.00

1000 watt (ceiling suspended) electric included ls! FL ONLY where available

$70.00

$80.00

$15.00

$15.00

Description

Quanlil)'

300 watt pole lamp (single) electric included
300 watt pole lamp (double) electric included

Extension Cords/Power Strips

Total

Motor& Special ElectricalServiceConnections:
Indicate Voltage Required For All Electrical Service.

This Does Not IncludeLabor For Connection& Disconnection.

___

Nameplate lnfonnation

Requirements

Quantity

460v30

120v

208v 10

208v30

To½HP

l0amp

5.4

2

Above ½ to lHP

15

8.8

4

1.8

Above l to 2HP

22

13

7

3.3

Above 2 to 3HP

32

19

10

4.~

Above 3 to 5HP

55

31

17

7.5

Above 5 to 7½HP

80

44

25

11

Above 7½ to lOHP

100

55

30

14

Each additional HP over l0HP (plus labor charge)

Voltage Amps Phase Neutral

---------------------------------------------------------

Advance Floor
Order
Order
$45.00

$55.00

$55.00

$65.00

$60.00

$70.00

$70.00

$80.00

$80.00

$90.00

$90.00

$100.00

$100.00

$110.00

$10.00

$10.00

ContinuedOn Next Page

------

----------·--·-

- Cincinnati Con~ention Cent.er- 525 Elm Street,CincinnatCOH 45202 · --T-el: ~U.352.3'.750 =-F.ax:.5133.52.~'.2Z6
=--web:'v;~~•-~gcent.er.com
=.:..:..:..:=-------

241-lr
Service
Add 50%

Total

Utah
State
UNIVERSITY

Aviation Technology
(Maintenance Management) Major

Department of Industrial
Technology and Education
College of Engineering
http://www.engineering.usu.edu/ite/

Published April 2002

Effective for students beginning degree Fall Sem. 2002 thru Summer Sem. 2003

Admission Requirements For This Major
1. New freshmen admitted to USU in good standing qualify for admission to
this major.
2. Transfer students from other institutions need a 2.5 total GPA for admission to this major in good standing.
3. Students transferring from other USU majors need a major GPA of2.3 for
admission to this major in good standing.

The Program
During the freshman and sophomore years, students in the Aviation Technology (Maintenance Management) major will complete most of the courses required for the FAA Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) licenses. Students will also
take advanced turbine engines, aviation law, composites structures, corrosion,
and nondestructive testing courses. Computer literacy, management, and communications courses are incorporated into the program to provide essential business skills. Industry internships are available and encouraged in the junior and
senior years.
This major prepares students for entry-level positions in management and
maintenance programs within the airline industry, corporate aviation, and general aviation. The FAA-approved airframe and powerplant (A&P) curricula form
the basis for this degree, and most positions will require the A&P licenses. Employment opportunities include positions with major airlines as maintenance
personnel, maintenance supervisors, fixed-base operators, maintenance directors, repair station managers, FAA inspectors, aircraft/powerplant, and component manufacturers, as well as aerospace manufacturers. These industries are
expanding at a rapid rate with excellent employment opportunities. This is forecasted to continue well into the twenty-fust century.
Students may choose to complete courses for the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) avionics license. Most modem aircraft depend heavily on
computer-based systems for aircraft flight control and navigation. The avionics
specialization in the airline industry is and will remain the fastest growing area in
the foreseeable future. Employment opportunities include positions with major
airlines as avionics maintenance personnel, avionics maintenance supervisors,
and avionics repair station managers, as well as FAA inspectors, aircraft/powerplant, and avionics component manufacturers and aerospace manufacturers.

Admission
USU has an open admission policy for Utah high school graduates and for
high school graduates outside the state of Utah provided they meet the standards
outlined in the University General Catalog.
USU will accept students from other institutions provided they have a good
academic standing. Students wishing to enter the Aviation Technology (Maintenance Management) major must have a grade point average of2.5 or higher in order to be admitted into the College of Engineering.
Transfer credit from accredited U.S. institutions is automatically posted.
Posting of credit from U.S. institutions does not imply acceptance as credits toward a degree.

A transfer student and the college academic advisor initiate a petition for acceptance of transfer credits to meet degree requirements (department head and
dean must approve). If transfer credit is not from a Utah school, it is the student's
responsibility to provide a catalog or copies of catalog materials (obtainable in
the Library on microfilm) to show the content of courses taken.

D grades are not accepted as transfer credit, except from Utah schools where
USU is required to do so. The repeat policy applies to transfer courses as well as
courses taken at USU (see Professional Program information on this sheet).
Transfer credit from foreign and nonaccredited institutions may be used for
meeting degree requirements only if posted on the USU record of the student.

Professional Technology Program (PTP)
Students entering this major must meet PTP requirements. The purpose of
this program is to provide a quality education for students by (I) requiring that
they be fully prepared for upper-division coursework by having satisfactorily
completed all required preprofessional courses, and (2) limiting enrollment in
upper-division courses, consistent with resources available within the department and college.
Enrollment in upper-division ITE courses (3000-level and above) is available only to students who have been accepted into the PTP or into an appropriate
graduate program, or to students with a non-ITE major requiring a specific class.
(Non-ITE majors may take a maximum of two upper-division ITE courses.)
Current PTP applications listing the required PTP courses and admission
standards are available from the department and the office of the Dean of Engineering. The minimum requirements a student must satisfy in order to be eligible
to apply for admission to a professional program are:
1. The student must be in good academic standing in the University and the
college.
2. The student must achieve a grade of C- or better in every required
preprofessional course. The P-D-F grading option may not be used.
3. The student must achieve an overall grade point average of2.0 or better for
all required preprofessional coursework completed at USU.
Satisfying minimum eligibility requirements does not ensure that a student
will be admitted to the PTP program. The number of students accepted will be
based upon the number of students that can be accommodated in upper-division
classes. Applicants will be ranked and selected in order of their academic standing in the required preprofessional courses. Admission into a PTP program is for
a period of three years. Students unable to complete graduation requirements
during this time will be interviewed by the department head to determine whether
special circumstances justify their continuance in the program.
A student can repeat no more than three of the required preprofessional
courses in order to satisfy the PTP application and eligibility requirements. Multiple repeats of the same course are included in the total of three repeats. Audits
count as a time taking a class unless prior written approval is obtained from
the college academic advisor.

Transfer credit accepted by the department and the college may be applied toward meeting the requirements for admission in the PTP; however, the grades received will not be used in the USU GPA calculation. For students with transfer
credit, a final decision on admission into the PTP will not be made until after the
applicant has completed at least 15 credits of acceptable technology, math, and
science coursework at USU.
Students should apply to the professional program midway through the semester in which they will complete all preprofessional courses.
Students must maintain a USU GP A of2.0 to remain in good standing both in
the college and the University. Students in a preprofessional program who are not
making satisfactory progress toward acceptance into a professional program or
who become ineligible to enter a professional program will be suspended from
the college. Students in good standing in a preprofessional program must still
meet the entrance requirements for admission into a professional program.
For all technology majors in the professional program the following academic regulations apply in addition to University regulations:

I. A minimum GPA of 2.0 must be maintained in technology/math/science/business courses required for, or used as technical electives in, the chosen
major. Courses which were part of the preprofessional program requirements
and University Studies courses are not included in this GPA calculation.
2. No more than 6 credits of Dor D+ credit may be applied toward meeting
graduation requirements in technology/math/science/business classes.
3. College of Engineering courses may be repeated only once. Audits count
as a time taking a class unless prior written approval is obtained from the department head. A maximum of three required or elective courses completed as part of
a professional program can be repeated in order to meet graduation requirements.
(Courses completed as part of a preprofessional program are not included in this
total of three repeats.)
4. The P-D-F grading option may not be used in required or elective courses
completed as part of a professional program. (The P-D-F grading option is approved for University Studies courses.)

5. The academic regulations listed above (1-4) apply to required coursework
and any technology/math/science/business course which could be used to satisfy
graduation requirements for the chosen degree. That is, once a student completes
a particular technical elective, it becomes a required course for that student.
6. Students in violation of departmental or college academic regulations, no
longer eligible for graduation, or not making satisfactory progress toward a degree will be placed on probation.
a. Students will be placed on probation if they (i) earn an F in a technology/math/science/business course which could be used to satisfy graduation requirements for the chosen degree (see No. 5 above); (ii) have more than 6 credits
of D credit (see No. 2 above); or (iii) have a GPA of less than 2.0 (see No. I
above).
b. Students remain on probation until they improve their standing by repeating and passing all failed classes, repeating classes to reduce the number of D
credits to 6 or less, and/or by raising their GPA above 2.0.
c. While on probation, a student must earn a semester GPA of2.0 or higher in
technology/math/science/business classes and must not earn any D's or Fs.
While on probation, a student may not preregister. The student's major code
will be changed to a preprofessional code. The student must meet with the college academic advisor each semester to work out a schedule to correct the existing academic problems.

invaluable experience, most of the returning interns have job offers from these
companies prior to graduation. Most of the internships are during the summer,
but some internships are available during other semesters. Students are encouraged to plan ahead to participate in this program. For additional information,
contact the professional program advisors.

Career Opportunities
Graduates of the Aviation Technology (Maintenance Management) major
are qualified to enter the work force in many rewarding career fields in aviation.
Employment opportunities exist in target industries, such as major airline carrier
maintenance management, commuter airline maintenance management, fixedbase operator (FBO) maintenance, and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
aircraft inspection, after some field experience. This major has a great deal of
depth in general maintenance, which applies to most industrial maintenance operations. Although the major's focus is aviation, the knowledge and skills gained
can be used in other fields.
A video clip showing career requirements and opportunities can be found at:
http://www.atec-amt.org/careers.htm.

Research
A component of the undergraduate upper-division curriculum is devoted to
applied technology research. Students are involved in many research projects
sponsored by industry. Seniors are required to complete a research project dealing with a practical application of a problem encountered in their field. Many
other departments of the University have made available sophisticated equipment that can be utilized in Aviation Technology (Maintenance Management)
research projects.

Degrees and Programs Offered Through
This Department
Aviation Technology (Maintenance Management):
Bachelor of Science (BS)
Aviation Technology (Professional Pilot): BS
Computer Electronics Technology: BS
Technology and Industrial Education: BS
Welding Engineering Technology: BS
Industrial Technology: Master of Science (MS)
Aircraft Maintenance Technician (Airframe): Two-year Associate of
Applied Science (AAS)
Aircraft Maintenance Technician (Powerplant): AAS
Computer Aided Drafting and Design: AAS

Academic Advisement
All students should contact th-,ir academic advisor for assistance with course
selection, program planning, and meeting graduation requirements. If they do
not know who their advisor is, students should contact their department, college,
or the Office of Advising and Transition Services.

Graduation Requirements:
BS Degree in Aviation Technology
(Maintenance Management)
Minimum University Requirements*

Special Requirements
Students are required to furnish their own basic set of tools and toolbox. With
special discounts available through USU, prices range from $900 to $1,400.
Contact Randy Chesley, rchesley@cc.usu.edu or (435) 797-2748, for required
tool list. Additional federal aid may be available for this purchase. See advisor
for details. Special tools will be furnished by the department.

Internship Opportunities
Student internship opportunities are available from several companies and
state agencies nationwide. These internships give Aviation Technology (Maintenance Management) students the opportunity to work for a semester in an industrial setting, to learn what working in the profession is like. Because of this

Total credits .................................
120
Grade point average (most majors require higher GPA). . .....
2.00 GPA
Credits of C- or better. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 00
Credits of upper-division courses (#3000 or above) .
. ......
40
USU credits (IO oflast 40 must be USU credits)
. . . . . . . 30
Completion of approved major program of study . . . .
See department
Credits in minor (if required by department). . . . . . .
. . . . . . . 12
Credits in American Institutions (Econ 1500; Hist 1700,
2700, or 2710; Po IS 1100; or USU 1300) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
University Studies requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
See below
*Colleges and departments may require more credits or a higher GPA. See
requirements on this sheet.

Limitations

Spring Semester (17 credits)

No more than 80 junior college transfer semester credits can be used for a
bachelor's degree. No more than 30 semester credits of Independent Study
courses can be used toward a bachelor's degree.

University Studies Requirements
for Aviation Technology
(Maintenance Management) Major
Note: Approved University Studies courses and requirements are listed in the
back section of each semester's Schedule of Classes.

□
□
□
□

1400 1•4 Microcomputer Applications in Business
1030 4 Material Processing and Tooling Systems.
1100 4 The Aviation Profession ..........
.
2140 1 Aircraft Turbine Powerplants and Maintenance
Operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
□ ITE 2150 1 Aircraft Turbine Powerplant Maintenance
Operations Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . .
□ ITE 2420 FAA Regulations, Records, and Certification
19
□ Math 1060 • Trigonometry ........
." .....
.

Credits

BIS
ITE
ITE
ITE

3
3

I
3
. . 3
.. 2
. . 2

Sophomore Year (29 credits)
Fall Semester (15 credits)

General Education Requirements (28-31 credits)

□

ITE 1170 Aircraft Structures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ITE 2180 Aircraft Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems ....
□ ITE 2200 Aircraft Hydraulics and Pneumatics Systems Lab .
□ ITE 2300 (QI) 1.2 Electronic Fundamentals . . . . . . . . . .
□ ITE 3280 Advanced Turbine Engines . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
□ Engl 1010 (CL) 1•4.5 Introduction to Writing: Academic Prose . . .

. 3

□

Competency Requirements (10-13 credits)
Communications Literacy (CL) (6 credits)
Engl 1010 (3 credits) or satisfactory AP, CLEP, or ACT score
AND
Engl 20 IO (3 credits)

. 2
. I
.4
. 2
. 3

Spring Semester (14 credits)

Quantitative Literacy (QL) (4 credits)
Math 1050 (4 credits)

□

ITE 1240 Aircraft Maintenance.
□ ITE 2170 1 Aircraft Systems ...
□ ITE 2190 Aircraft Systems Lab .
□ ITE 2430 Aircraft Electrical Systems and Components.
□ ITE 2440 Aircraft Electrical Systems Laboratory. . . .
□ Phyx 1800 (BPS) 2•7,9 Physics of Technology .....
.

OR
One Math or Stat course requiring Math I 050 as a prerequisite
OR
AP Math score of 3 or higher
Computer and Information Literacy (0-3 credits)
Passing grade on six computer and information literacy relatt:4 examinations. BIS 1400 is required for this major and teaches the required skills.
Breadth Requirements (18 credits)
Select at least one approved course from each of the following six categories: American Institutions (BAI), Creative Arts (BCA), Humanities
(BHU), Life Sciences (BLS), Physical Sciences (BPS), and Social Sciences
(BSS). At least two of the six breadth courses must be University Studies
courses with a USU prefix (excluding USU 1000, 1100, and 3330). (CLEP or
AP credit may be used.) Phyx 1800, which is required for this major, fulfills
the Breadth Physical Sciences requirement.

Depth Education Requirements
Communications Intensive (CI) (2 courses)
ITE 4610 and 4620 will meet this requirement.

. 3
.2
. I
. . 2
. 2
. . 4

Junior Year (31 credits)
Fall Semester (15 credits)

D Engl 2010 (CL) 1•4.5 Intermediate Writing: Research Writing
in a Persuasive Mode . . . . . . . . .
□ Math 1100 (QL) 4 .5 Calculus Techniques . . . . . . . . . . .
□ MHR 3110 (DSS) 3•4.S,7 Managing Organizations and People.
□ University Studies Breadth Courses 4•5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spring Semester (16 credits)
□ ITE 3610 AeroTechnology Design I ...........
.
□ ITE 4200 Composite Manufacturing Processes and Repair.
□ ITE 4490 Human Factors in Aviation Safety .
□ Stat 2300 (QL) 2.5 Business Statistics . . .
□ Technical Electives 6 . . . . . • • . . . . . •.

.3
. 3
. 3

.6

. I
. 3
. 3

.4
. . 5

Senior Year (33 credits)

Quantitative Intensive (QI) (1 course)
ITE 2300, a course taken for the major, will meet this requirement.

Fall Semester (18 credits)

Depth Course Requirements (2 courses)
Select at least one approved 3000-level or above course from each of the
following two categories: Humanities and Creative Arts (DHA) and Social
Sciences (DSS). MHR3110, which is required for this major, fulfills the Social Sciences requirement.

□ ITE 3010 4 National Airspace, Air Traffic Control, and

Airport Administration . .
ITE 3120 Aviation Law .........
.
□ ITE 4610 (CI) AeroTechnology Design II
6
□ Technical Elective . • . . • . . . . ••
□ University Studies Breadth Courses 4•5 .
□

3
3
3
. 3

.6

Spring Semester (15 credits)
□

ITE 4620 (CI) AeroTechnology Design III . . . . . . . . .
□ MHR 371oJ, 4 .S Developing Team and Interpersonal Skills.
□ Technical Elective 6 • • . • • . . . . • . . •
□ University Studies Breadth Course 4•5 •...

Aviation Technology
(Maintenance Management)
Suggested Semester Schedule 8

□

Freshman Year (34 credits)
Fall Semester (17 credits)
□ ITE 1130 1 Flight Principles . . . . . . . . . . . .
□ ITE 1140 1 Aircraft Components and Principles ..
□ ITE 1200 4 Computer-Aided Drafting and Design.
□ ITE 2100 Aircraft Reciprocating Powerplants
and Accessories . . . . . . . . .
□ ITE 2110 Aircraft Reciprocating Powerplants
and Accessories Lab . . . . . . .
□ Math 1050 (QL) 1.2 College Algebra .....

Credits
2
2
3

3
. 3
. 4

University Studies Depth Humanities and
Creative Arts (DHA) Course 4,5 .....

.
.
.
.

3
3
3
3

. 3

1
This course is required for entrance to the Professional Technology Program
(PTP). Completion of the Computer and Information Literacy (CIL) exam with a
passing grade is also required.

2A math ACT
score of23 or higher is required to enroll in Math 1050. If
Math ACT score is between 18 and 22, student should enroll in Math 1010 first.
Math 1050 is a prerequisite for Stat 2300, ITE 2300, and Phyx 1800.
3
Students must have a cumulative GPA of 2.5 and 60 semester credits to be
admitted to these College of Business courses .

4
Due to teaching load constraints, these courses may be offered during semesters other than those listed here. Check with the department regularly for possible changes. Most of these classes are offered only once each year.

Requirement Changes
Graduation requirements shown on this sheet are subject to change. Students
should check with their assigned advisor concerning possible changes.

5Toese courses may be taken during summer semester to allow for more reasonable course loads during the academic year.
6

Materials for Persons with Disabilities

Students must take 11 credits of technical electives, of which at least IO
credits must be in upper-division courses (3000-level and above). Completion of
the Avionics/FCC license will require more than the minimum 126 credits.

This requirement sheet is available in large print, audio, and braille format
upon request to the USU Disability Resource Center.

7
Phyx 1800 fulfills the University Studies Breadth Physical Sciences (BPS)
requirement. MHR 3110 fulfills the University Studies Depth Social Sciences
(DSS) requirement.

For information contact

8 Students

wishing to complete the optional Avionics/FCC license must take
the following courses: ITE 2310, 2360, 2370, 2400, 3400, and 3410.
9Math

I 060 is a prerequisite for Phyx 1800.

Industrial Technology and Education Department; Industrial Science 112;
Utah State University; 6000 Old Main Hill; Logan UT 84322-6000; tel. (435)
797-1795; e-mail mthomas@cc.usu.edu; http://www.engineering.usu.edu/ite
Prepared by Advising and Transition Services, Utah State University

Students will be flying Cessna I 52s. USU
currently has ten Cessna I 52s for instruction.

1111111111
-•

These planes are maintained by USU's own
certified in-house maintenance crew.

INSTRUCTORS
USU has 21 FM-certified

flight instructors.

These instructors are current or former USU
students that have completed the appropriate
levels of flight and instructor training.

PROGRAM REQ!}IREMENTS
One of the best benefits to joining
the USU Aviation Program is its excellent
internship program. Some of the
internships offered by USU are:

Participants must be at least 17 years of age
by program completion date and be able to
read, speak, write, and understand the English
language. Students do not need to be admitted
to USU to be part of the summer program, but
do need to be admitted to receive financial aid.
If you need further assistance please contact:

A.Delta

Ametr.aiP'f"

Kari Sparks
Summer Program Coordinator

Fr ht Operations

AmericanAirlines
UNITED

USU is also proud to offer Regional
Jet and Brasilia Ground School courses
in preparation for internships and the
commuter airlines.

KARIA@cc.
For payment infor
Terry Robinson
(435) 797-2075

DURING

ARE YOU BORED

FLYING

THE SUMMER?

Do you want to get a jumpstart

to living arrangements, all for one reasonable price.

on a career in
Utah State

Federal Financial Aid is available to those students

University's Flying Aggies! Flying Aggies is a fun way

who qualify'". Classes begin June 16th and end August

to spend your summer earning your private pilot's

15th. Class size is limited, so apply early. The sky's

license. The program is designed for upcoming and

the limit with Utah State University's Flying Aggies

graduating high school seniors interested in learning

Summer Flight Program. Come and let us show you

to fly; however, anyone who is interested in aviation

new horizons in the exciting world of aviation.

If so, come "take off" with

aviation?

is welcome. Training is given on the USU campus and
Cache Airport.

Students will participate

by certified pilots will be held throughout the week.

University's Flying Aggies Summer Flight Program,
please complete and mail in this form.
Name:
Address:

----------------

Aviation Program you will have gained ...

in ground

school and flight training daily. Study sessions given

If you would like more information on Utah State

Upon graduating from USU's Summer

Facility located at the Logan/

at the USU Airport

AGGIES!

_

City: _______________

[
•

FAA Certified Private Pilot license

State:

Zip: ______

_______

_

6 college credits

This program offers everything from college credit

Skills necessary to continue in the field of
Aviation Technology-Professional Pilot

Phone:
Birth date:

---------------

E-mail:
Includes all of the above with your choice of
Summer Tuition-6

college credits

Flight Fees

$750
$4578

Includes:
30 Hours Dual
IO Hours Solo
5 Hours Ground
(with Flight Instructor)

3 Stage Checks
FAA Checkride

$632
$416

(includes A/C rental)

FAAWritten Exam

Pilot Supplies

deleting one or more of the following:

$70

$200

Male

Housing
•

$2975
$275
$210

Transportation
(To and from USU dorms and the Logan airport)

TOTAL

$6433

Female

Food
Transportation

Are you interested in receiving more

Headset

information on USU's Aviation Bachelor

to provide.
Anythingyou opt out will become yourresponsibility

degree program leading to a career in aviation?

D Yes D No
NOrE

~
e"llllll't

~

by,

~ !ii}

will need a medlc!al

AiltadonMedk:alExaminer
In

yolll'

area.check out

Textbooks, Logbook.Airplane Supplies

$130
$425
$300
$50

High School: ____________

Studentswho.. be~b-

hndal aidmust firstmeet
for thislnformadon,pleasereferto the
r,equlremem:s.
concact locatedon the backof this brochure.

Qll1:alri

This price is baseclon -40hoursof training.Studentswho
to paythe difference.A $ISO
exc:.ctthis willbe recp.lbcl
ThisdepositwlRbecome
uponenrolfment.
deposit Is required
afterHay Ist.
non-refundable

Please return this information in the self-

stampedenvelope provided.

_

